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EDITOR’S LETTER

Welcome to Summer!
As I write, the summer season is about to begin. Your campuses are hosting camps, conventions,
and prospective students and their families. This is the time for your campuses to shine, and
all of you do that so well. While some people might mistakenly think of this period as down
time, you all know differently.
This is the time for upgrades, renovations, and new facilities to be completed before the fall
semester again brings a full load of students, faculty, and staff. Because of this emphasis, you
asked us to highlight providers of products and services that focus on private colleges and
universities, considering your unique needs and goals. With that request in mind, we give
you the 2022 edition of the “Showcase of Excellence.”
Given the focus of the season, it appropriate that this issue also features the new Duke
University Recreation facility, to offer insight into the process that Duke took, from conception
to completion. As you know, we have always centered our content exclusively on private colleges
and universities because we know the unique way you look at educating the entire person,
along with your focus on providing second-to-none experiences for growth in all aspects of
personal education. We continue to admire what you do for each person touched by your
mission, even those on your campuses for a brief time in summer camps, visits, or continuing
education conferences.
We are excited as we complete our tenth year and move forward to year eleven. Our dedicated
staff of wonderfully talented and committed people care about what they bring to you, working
tirelessly to give you the information you want in every issue. I wanted to take this moment
to thank them for all they do each month to meet our mission of providing our readers with
information to help you across your multiple building facilities.
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I look forward to the next ten years of having the privilege of sharing with you each month
and to all the stories we will share together.
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Michael Wentzel, Associate Professor and Chair of the
Department of Chemistry at Augsburg University, develops
green synthetic methods within the field of sustainable
chemistry, focusing both on developing new experiments
with undergraduate researchers and on communicating about
green chemistry methods and results to the general public.
His varied interests and initiatives exemplify the importance
of communication for the sciences and the power of
collaborations across departments, institutions, and nations.
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This program encourages collaboration with
other campus sustainability efforts, reaching
beyond the campus to establish the university
library system as a resource and leader in the
resilience of the broader community.

COLUMN: SPOTLIGHT

Communication
and Collaboration in
Green Chemistry at
Augsburg University
by Cynthia Mwenja, PhD

Michael Wentzel, Associate Professor and Chair of the Department of Chemistry at Augsburg University, develops green
synthetic methods within the field of sustainable chemistry,
focusing both on developing new experiments with undergraduate researchers and on communicating about green
chemistry methods and results to the general public. His
varied interests and initiatives exemplify the importance of
communication for the sciences and the power of collaborations across departments, institutions, and nations.
Green Chemistry
As a pre-med student looking to boost his
resume, Wentzel applied to be an undergraduate researcher working to synthesize
DEET, a common mosquito repellent that
particularly interested researchers at the time.
The research involved using ionic liquids,
which are liquid salts at room temperature.
These unique liquids are also reusable, which
is good, but the process of creating ionic
liquids is not necessarily. As Wentzel points
out, a systems-thinking approach—considering every aspect of creating, using, and
disposing of lab materials and products—
should be considered when doing green
chemistry. In his graduate studies, Wentzel
focused on work with metals as catalysts,
such as copper and rhodium. At that time,
Jane Wissinger—currently Distinguished
University Teaching Professor and Organic
Lab Director in the Department of Chemistry
at the University of Minnesota—was starting
to “take off as the leader of green chemistry
worldwide,” Wentzel states. He became her
teaching assistant and, later, served for two
years as head TA for organic chemistry.
Wentzel explains green chemistry as “the
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design, development, and implementation
of chemical products and processes that are
benign by design.” He goes on to explain that
chemistry “doesn’t have to be the solution
to the problems it created—it could just not
create them.” This green approach to chemistry
from a sustainable mindset is driven by
certain considerations, such as these: Does the
process cause pollution? Can the process meet
current needs without causing other issues?
Is the process sustainable? Wentzel says that
these ideas, though seemingly mainstream,
are more recent than many people may realize,
and the ideas haven’t necessarily made it into
chemistry curricula yet. Additionally, he
notes, green chemistry must be cost-effective
to be adopted more widely—“people will pay
a small premium, but generally, better must
be better AND cheaper.”
Research and Collaborations
After Wentzel earned his doctorate, Wissinger
and Wentzel have continued to formally
collaborate—their campuses are mere minutes
from one another—and much of their work
lies in developing new experiments to conduct
with their students. A new experiment is one
that students can perform and get reliable data,

Wissinger states. Each new experiment needs
four or five implementations before being
published; as a result, collaboration between
Augsburg and the University of Minnesota
is fruitful, since Wissinger and Wentzel can
implement the experiment in different classes
simultaneously to generate data more quickly.
Wentzel points out that this work represents
new trends in chemistry curricula—the
American Chemical Society now recommends that all chemistry students learn both
polymer and green chemistry. Wentzel—who
get into polymers and green chemistry just as
they were taking off in 2015—says that these
curriculum changes matter.
The University of Minnesota partners
with National Science Foundation’s Center
for Sustainable Polymers, and one aspect of
this work that Wissinger and Wentzel focus
on is in curricular development, Wissinger
reports. The new experiments they develop
have learning objectives embedded in them,
as well as tying in important social concepts,
such as the problem of plastics. These experiments capture the interests of students, who
have already understood the issues at play
because they’ve seen the images of turtles
pupnmag.com
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with plastic rings on their shells and whales
who have died due to plastics ingestion.
Wissinger ways that their goal is to help
students see that chemists can address these
problems, and these experiments model
ways of doing so. Wentzel has his students
working with polymers, which is not only
“cool chemistry,” as he puts it, but also a
way to teach his students “how to engage”
with chemistry.
Wentzel’s sabbatical year was spent
in Wissinger’s lab, extending his own
undergraduate research program. He also
audited a polymer course and developed
a new experiment with a graduate student.
Drawing on their long collaboration,
Wissinger and Wentzel secured a grant to
fund a workshop for chemistry professors
at small, local, primarily undergraduate
institutions. Attendees learned about opportunities to collaborate with others at the
pupnmag.com

University of Minnesota, thereby extending
their own available resources. Since many
PUIs hire generalists, Wissinger says, such
opportunities can allow these professors
to delve more deeply into green polymer
research that might not be feasible at their
home institutions.
New research in Wentzel’s lab—in collaboration with Sarah Zingales—also includes
developing a multi-component reaction
for small molecules that have potential
as Alzheimer’s treatment. It combines
three different simple starting materials,
allowing them to become more complex
products that can be altered; this approach
easily gives access to a library of derivatives
from small starting materials changes. The
method is atom economical, meaning that
most of the atoms in the starting materials
are present in the product, catalytic, and
potentially can be done without a solvent.

Michael Wentzel, Associate
Professor and Chair of the
Department of Chemistry
at Augsburg University,
explains green chemistry as
“the design, development,
and implementation of chemical products and processes
that are benign by design.”
He goes on to explain that
chemistry “doesn’t have to
be the solution to the problems it created—it could just
not create them.”
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This green approach to
chemistry from a sustainable
mindset is driven by certain
considerations, such as these:
Does the process
cause pollution?
Can the process meet
current needs without
causing other issues?
Is the process sustainable?
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Work with Undergraduate
Researchers
Dixie Shafer, Director of Augsburg’s Office
of Undergraduate Research and Graduate
Opportunities, became aware of Wentzel
when he first began working on campus
as an adjunct. Suddenly, she says, students
were coming to her office, telling her “how
much they loved organic chemistry and that
they wanted to become chemists or switch
from biology to chemistry for their pre-med
studies.” She says she had to meet the person
who was inspiring these students, and she
has found that students love him because
he makes things not only understandable
but fun. In his role as the summer undergraduate research (UR) coordinator, Wentzel
organizes social activities, such as taking the
group to a baseball game on Star Wars night.
Wentzel oversees nine or ten undergraduate
researchers himself, and Shafer says that

“they’re motivated because he’s motivated.”
Two of his students have won national
green chemistry awards for research they
completed under Wentzel’s direction. One of
his students who was researching self-healing
hydrogels in collaboration with Patrick
Willoughby had their work featured on the
cover of the Journal of Chemical Education.
Wentzel also offers a summer workshop for
all summer researchers and McNair Scholars
on giving effective presentations—how to
speak, make helpful analogies, and compose
effective PowerPoint slides. Shafer says that
the students’ presentations have become
more intelligible and engaging as a result of
these workshops; they help students learn
how to speak to a non-expert audience.
Shafer says that she sees student confidence
growing; they move from a stance of asking
“Am I researcher?” to one of affirming “I am
a researcher!”
pupnmag.com
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Drawing on his experiences
as a Science Communication
Fellow, Wentzel now has
Darcey Engen from theater
work with his students so
that they also become better
communicators of their own
research. As he says,
“Science communication is a
big deal. Scientists have
a responsibility to make
their research accurate
but also accessible.”
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Wentzel also mentors his students in
developing their collaboration skills.
He co-authored a book chapter in
Communication in Chemistry with Brett
McCollum and Layne Morsch discussing
how his students partnered with students
in Canada collaborate on multiple assignments then do a number of reflections on
the process. They also have a chapter in
Taking Stock 2.0: Transforming Teaching
and Learning in Higher Education, due out
this month, outlining a framework on how
the work can be applied to other disciplines.
Finally, he worked with computer science
researchers led by Amy Larson to develop
a scheduling app so that his students could
potentially manage their work with collaborators in Australia and Ireland. These
collaborations facilitate cross-cultural
collaboration, thereby helping students
begin to understand those who come from
different places.

Passion for Instruction
As an undergraduate, Wentzel had thought
he would attend medical school until his
mother—a social worker—pointed out how
that he “lit up” when he talked about his
undergraduate chemistry research. While
in graduate school at both the University of
Pennsylvania and University of Minnesota,
Wentzel tutored and worked as a graduate
teaching assistant whenever he could.
Wentzel attributes his “gift of gab” to having
grown up working in his grandfather’s and
father’s hardware store in a small Iowa town
of about 4,000 residents, and he enjoys the
challenge of finding a variety of ways to
explain things to his students. Additionally,
the research experiments they run are just
that—experiments. Students are often
shocked to learn that an experiment does
not have a pre-determined outcome, saying
some version of “You don’t KNOW?!” They
are learning how to do real science, which
sometimes doesn’t turn out as expected.
Vivian Feng, Professor of Chemistry at
Augsburg, says that Wentzel “brought in
new ideas” when he came to the department,
and they shared a goal of building a studentcentered department. With this vision, they
grew numbers of majors from an average of
six to an average of eighteen or more each
year by promoting UR as part of the student
experience in the department. They hook
students on research in the classroom, then
get them into UR, with one-on-one interactions and hands-on work. Additionally, Feng
says that Wentzel won the Best Professor
award, a student-nominated recognition,
the first year it was established. This recognition is particularly notable for a professor
in organic chemistry, which is often thought
of as a notoriously challenging course.
Science Communication Fellow
According to Matt Kahoe, a staff member
with the Science Communication Fellows
initiative, the program was conceived to
support early career environmental scientists and—later—green chemists better
communicate the importance of their work
and findings to the general public. As a one
of the first cohort of green chemists to be
Science Communication Fellows, Wentzel
learned how to talk to the broader public
about the importance of his work. Rather
than leading with their research, as they have
pupnmag.com

learned to do in academic settings, Science
Communication Fellows learn instead to
“start with the headline,” as Kahoe says: saying
what they’ve done, why it matters, and what
people should do as a result. Participants also
learn to think in terms of having a professional brand. Along with his 2018-19 cohort,
Wentzel learned how to speak with reporters
about his research by working with theatre,
marketing, and communications specialists.
Th is fellowship helped him to expand his
thinking beyond the campus and hyper-local
concerns, preparing him to confidently appear
on television. Kahoe says that Wentzel—as
a “regular, fun-loving person” who “brings a
lightness to serious things”—made a “massive
contribution” to the success of his cohort
because “this advances learning—when
people relax.” Over the course of their time
together in Washington, D. C., the group
wrapped up the experience by communicating
their “passionate purposes” clearly and effectively in TED-talk-like videos. Readers can

view Wentzel’s final video at this link: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=6siHH63utAA.
Prior to the fellowship, Wentzel says that
he had unconsciously absorbed the general
attitude that many scientists hold: “It’s not
my fault that you don’t understand my work.”
By contrast, he’s now come to realize that it’s
“actually terrifying” that scientists haven’t been
able to communicate well with people outside
of their fields. Drawing on his experiences as a
Science Communication Fellow, Wentzel now
has Darcey Engen from theater work with
his students so that they also become better
communicators of their own research. As he
says, “Science communication is a big deal.
Scientists have a responsibility to make their
research accurate but also accessible.”
Relationships
Wentzel says that his successes stem from
working with others, and he notes that he
has gotten many opportunities in his life
simply because he is “not a jerk and [he’s] ok

to hang out with.” He says that the skills of
being willing to strike up conversations and
engage people are under-rated, particularly in
the sciences. Contrary to this popular belief,
however, Wentzel says that “smart people
ask questions and surround themselves with
smarter people.” Being at a small school can
be isolating, but researchers need to talk about
their ideas, thinking through them in conversation. He points out that students need these
opportunities to talk through their work, as
well, whether in person or via Zoom.
Wentzel’s leadership—in collaborating
with others his field as well as with those in
other disciplines, communicating the importance of his work to the general public, and
in employing systems thinking as a tool for
all of his work—offers to follow, within the
sciences and beyond.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Dr. Cynthia
Mwenja teaches Composition and
Rhetoric at the University of Montevallo.
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G R E E N I N I T I AT I V E S
A N D S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y

Clarkson University
Libraries First Academic
Library to Complete
Sustainable Libraries
Certification Program
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Clarkson University Libraries just became
the first academic library to complete the
Sustainable Libraries Initiative’s rigorous
certification program. This program
encourages collaboration with other
campus sustainability efforts, reaching
beyond the campus to establish the
university library system as a resource
and leader in the resilience of the broader
community.
“Participating in a variety of University
committees over the past several years has
helped us to position Clarkson University
Libraries as a vital agency in the campus
sustainability mission. We know that
environmental sustainability is at the core
of Clarkson’s operations. The University
has consistently earned Advancement
of Sustainability in Higher Education’s
Sustainability Tracking, Assessment and
Rating System (AASHE STARS) gold
ratings. Our Libraries’ mission says:
'Consider issues of sustainability in all
of our practices.’ The way we see it, this
declaration sets the tone for all faculty
and staff to align their decisions, large
and small, as they fit in with environmental best practices, consideration of
social equity, and fiscal responsibility,”
says Dean of Libraries Michelle Young.

With all facilities on campus working
together to reduce waste and find ways
to recycle as much as possible, a collaborative and transformational view of
sustainability fosters new ideas. Newly
renovated spaces on campus, including
the libraries, have Energy Star-rated
computers and appliances, energy-efficient LED lighting and HVAC systems,
and low-flow bathroom fixtures. Clarkson
University uses the Siemens Tracking
System to compile and monitor energy
use throughout the campus. A twelve-acre,
two-megawatt solar field generates clean
energy for the school.
The libraries purchase paper products
with attention to getting the highest
recycled content possible, and they
prohibit Styrofoam products. Reusable
utensils and dishware are used in the
libraries’ kitchen. In addition to environmental sustainability, Clarkson University
Libraries’ commitment to fiscal responsibility, community engagement, and social
wellbeing are essential to meet the full,
triple-bottom-line definition used by the
SLCP. The libraries and campus both have
a stated commitment to equity, diversity,
and inclusion. This commitment has been
shown in actions such as creating and
pupnmag.com

publicizing an anti-discrimination reading list,
“Expanding our Worldview,” which includes
multimedia resources to help students consider
new perspectives and challenge themselves to
find a broader context in understanding the
experiences of others.
Recent renovations of the Clarkson
University Libraries space have sharpened
the focus on their physical space and storage.
Creating more study and small group space
that is publicly accessible has led to a reduction
in storage of over a mile of print journals.
With more archives available electronically,
the library has maintained access to most of
these holdings without the need for physical
space. The finite space for print materials
is both a challenge and an advantage. The
libraries’ willingness to try an innovative open
floor plan has earned the respect of faculty,
colleagues, and university administration;
these innovations have helped to promote the
library as a modern institution on campus. The
challenge of holding limited print resources
has led to marketing and outreach efforts that

pupnmag.com

With all facilities on campus working together to reduce waste and
find ways to recycle as much as possible, a collaborative and transformational view of sustainability fosters new ideas. Newly renovated spaces on campus, including the libraries, have Energy Starrated computers and appliances, energy-efficient LED lighting and
HVAC systems, and low-flow bathroom fixtures.
seek to redefine library services to the campus
community. The libraries participate in campus
events that are centered around sustainability.
In collaboration with the Institute for a
Sustainable Environment, they are planning
an Earth Day celebration this year.
The Sustainable Libraries Initiative will
continue to pilot its Academic Library
Certification Program with a full nationwide
rollout of the program anticipated later this
year. Readers may learn more about the
Sustainable Libraries Initiative at www.sustainablelibrariesinitiative.org.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: As a private, national
research university, Clarkson is a leader in
technological education and sustainable economic
development through teaching, scholarship,
research and innovation. We ignite personal
connections across academic fields and industries
to create the entrepreneurial mindset, knowledge
and intellectual curiosity needed to innovate
world-relevant solutions and cultivate the leaders
of tomorrow. To learn more about Clarkson
University, go to www.clarkson.edu.
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the Design of Duke
U N I V E R S I T Y ’ S S T U D E N T H E A LT H A N D W E L L N E S S C E N T E R
by David Vinson, PhD

L

ocated in the east-central part of the Piedmont region
along the Eno River, Durham, North Carolina, is a midsized city that functions as the core of the four-county
Durham-Chapel Hill Metropolitan area. Durham is
also home to Duke University, a highly selective
research-based institution that is consistently ranked among
the top universities in the United States, and whose campus
spans over 8600 acres on three contiguous sub-campuses.
Duke’s West Campus incorporates Gothic architecture and includes the Duke Chapel at the
campus’ center, which is within earshot of the
university’s Medical Center. Duke’s East Campus
is comprised of Georgian-style architecture
and is home to all first-year students. First-year
students are especially lucky to begin their college
experience in an area of campus that is situated
between Durham’s Night Street District and its
historic downtown.
Campus aesthetics at Duke are complimented
by extensive forest and wooded areas, in addition
to the Sarah P. Duke Memorial Gardens. This
natural setting in the region of West Campus is
informed the design of Duke’s Student Health
and Wellness Center, which was completed by the
team at Duda|Paine Architects in March 2017.
As explained by Turan Duda (FAIA, Founding
Principal) and Scott Baltimore (AIA, Associate
Principal), the design for the building’s massing
and scale “drew inspiration from the forms and
patterns of the West Campus context and its
historic structures.”
What follows is the story of how Duda|Paine
Architects tackled the design of Duke’s Student
Health and Wellness Center. The governing
objective was for the facility not simply to serve as
an extension of its Wilson Recreation Center, Bryan
Student Center, or its Western Campus union, but
rather to function as a nexus between the realms
of student experience, those including residential
halls, student life, athletics, and academic study.
pupnmag.com

“The facility’s vision was to complement and
link wellness with these programs and with the
surrounding natural environs for students as they
went about their daily lives at Duke.”
Transforming a Vision into Reality
Unlike other examples of the work completed by
Duda|Paine Architects on Duke’s campus, including
the new Welcome Center for the Sarah P. Duke
Memorial Gardens and the Trent Semans Center
of Health Education, the design of the Student
Health and Wellness Center was expected to
include the following characteristics: a welcoming,
inviting, and inspiring entrance congruent with
the healing process; many windows, where natural
light can enter and provide a restorative effect; an
outdoor area with a meditation/herb garden and
labyrinth to promote reflection and relaxation; and
an environment where students would seek refuge
from the stressors of daily life and find themselves
inspired to focus on their health and well-being.
With so many objectives at hand, Duda|Paine
Architects embraced one of its core philosophies,
that wellness design must provide access and
connections to nature. This process began with an
evaluation of the site’s natural and environmental
conditions, including its adjacency to the historic
Anderson Woods and its location at the corner of
Towerview Road, a main campus thoroughfare.
Consideration was then given to existing greenspaces and quads, pathways, and modes of access
to the site. The project’s master plan created new
greenspaces and public plazas around the building
to intuitively attract student use and engagement
with the architecture and programs offered at the
center. These areas utilized native plantings, hard
and soft landscape materials, seating walls, and
low-maintenance strategies.
Duda|Paine Architects analyzed the architecture of the Towerview Road context, including
historic West Campus Residence Halls, the
Schwartz-Butters Athletic Center, the Duke Law
School, and the Sanford School of Public Policy.
According to Duda, “Patterning, scale, color, stone,
and other material and architectural features of
JUNE 2022 15
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flooring and paving materials enhance the
seamless merging of indoors and outdoors.
The use of site-harvested wood, locally milled
and constructed for interior fi nishes and
furnishings, imparts warmth and provides a
backdrop for students studying, socializing,
or simply taking in the views.
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[the] buildings were juxtaposed with the
more modern translations of Union Drive
Buildings: the steel and glass architecture of
the West Student Union, the glazed expanses
of the Duke Penn Pavilion, and the contemporary stone expression of the Bryan Center.”
Three Buildings in One
For the Towerview Road elevation, the
massing, form, and rhythm were inspired by
historic West Campus and nearby Rubenstein
Hall, the latter of which uses a pattern of three
minor vertical bays in succession with a major
vertical bay. The exterior façade is comprised
of three tower elements characterized by a
terra cotta rain screen system in two-toned
gray, and the effect is to conjure the palette
of Duke stone on campus. Terracotta panels
capture the Neo-gothic color range and
reinterpret it for modern design.
A three-level entry pavilion is the project’s
primary organizing element. A super-structure
of glulam columns and beams wraps its living
room volume in wood, creating a sense of
lightness and echoing the site’s nearby forest.
Materials from the outdoors come to the
16 PRIVATE UNIVERSITY PRODUCTS AND NEWS

interior, including a slate and loose fill river
rock floor on plane with the exterior courtyard
flooring. Rough texture bark wood echoes the
adjacent historic Anderson Forest. Material
and physical connections to nature are further
highlighted by the glulam timber superstructure. Terra cotta baguettes, vertical wood
louvers, and fritted glass offer solar shading and
privacy screening. The lobby’s multi-story glass
façade contains a system of custom extrusions
that break up the curtain wall, and a grand
entry stair highlights the building’s intersection
of care, prevention, alternative therapies, and
social interaction in achieving wellness. A
translucent wall etched with abstracted leaves
marks the staircase on all three levels.
The single-story Wellness Pavilion holds
shared project amenities. The façade is set back
and is fronted by Duke stone walls. Glass,
metal panel, and glulam columns defi ne
this pavilion with proportions that reinforce
connections to the scale and patterning of
campus while also helping control solar heat
gain and glare. Framed views, extensive
glazing, clerestory lighting, a garden of
loose river rock, and the selection of natural

A Commitment to Sustainability
To achieve LEED Silver certification, the
Student Health and Wellness Center had
to embody Duke’s emphasis on integrating
wellness into daily campus life. Particular
emphasis was placed on energy savings and
sustainability through design, orientation,
new technology, and material. Sustainability
was also integral to the project’s healthy
building initiative: controlling air quality
during construction; the use of low emitting
materials like paint, sealant, adhesives,
flooring systems, and composite wood
materials, along with the control of lighting
and thermal comfort for building users. The
use of natural light was also critical to implementing a sustainable project that aligned
with Duke’s core values.
Moreover, even before construction began,
an impact study was conducted to determine
how to maximize the amount of forest that
could be saved around the construction site.
Only select trees were removed to create
just enough space to build the new facility,
and the same trees were then reclaimed and
reintegrated into the building through use
in wood veneer for furniture, decorative
wood wall paneling and whole-tree benches.
Site-harvested timbers were minimally milled
for bench seating, and a contemplative garden
focused on Anderson Forest encourages
further connections to nature.
All building levels are tailored with a
wood feature wall that contains information
screens and randomly distributed, acrylic
panels screen-printed with images taken
of the original site and etched with quotes
from diverse thinkers such as Gandhi and
Maya Angelou. On the ground floor, these
graphics represent an eye-level forest view; on
the second floor, they reflect rising through
the stand of trees; and at the upper, the
pattern of branches and sky reflects arrival
at the forest canopy. Beyond this wall, users
enjoy privacy for clinic reception, and privacy
strategies increase as one moves deeper into
the building for services. Plaques throughout
pupnmag.com

the building provide education opportunities
with information about the reclaimed wood
and the forest outside. A highlight feature of
the building is the outdoor meditation garden
that overlooks the Duke Forest.
The Sustainable Duke office and the
Wellness Center united in order to examine
the overlap between sustainability and wellness
on campus, which in turn encourages students
to explore the interconnectivity of these two
concepts and apply sustainable principles to
personal wellness practices on campus.
A New On-Campus Refuge
An aspiration of Duke University’s Dr. Sue
Wasiolek, the primary client of Duda|Paine
Architects, was “for students to come to the
[Student Health and Wellness Center] even
if they are not sick.” After the second month
of opening its doors, the facility was voted
the second most popular place on campus
to study with friends (preceded only by the
library). It’s also a space for spontaneity and

pupnmag.com

fun: A baby grand piano sits in the second
entry level hall to encourage students to put
on a performance. According to Wasiolek,
“We’ve never scheduled anyone to play the
piano at any time—it just happens.”
In the year following the project’s completion,
Duke was witness to a remarkable increase in
metrics. DukeReach, which directs the campus
community to helpful resources for a student in
need, rose from three to sixty-threee walk-ins
in the first year alone, up over twenty-fold. The
CAPS program experienced a 28% increase.
Selfcare spaces called Oasis at Duke are those
that promote well-being and stress reduction—
usage of these spaces increased by ten to fifteen
students per day. Program attendance has
increased 40%, and clinical appointments rose
6%, with 10% fewer no-shows.
The architects at Duda|Paine are especially
proud of the Student Health and Wellness
Center’s role in furthering Duke’s vision
with spaces and aesthetic features that “move
beyond standard campus clinical facilities

to support social, physical, psychological,
personal, and environmental wellness.”
Private universities and colleges like Duke are
recognizing the value of merging preventative
and holistic mind-body-spirit practices into
both everyday life and medical care.
To put their design philosophy into
perspective, Duda and Baltimore of
Duda|Paine Architects stress that “nature
is at the core of infusing wellness into all
building types … the inclusion of nature
in interior spaces and direct connections
to exterior gardens [are] active parts of a
building’s program and [they are] vital to all
architecture, not only to wellness projects.”

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Dr. David Vinson
has a PhD in English with specializations in
transatlantic literature and cultural studies.
He is a committed scholar, teacher, and dad. If
you ever meet David, avoid the subject of soccer.
His fandom borders on the truly obnoxious.
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COMMUNICATIONS
EQUIPMENT VITAL TO

Campus Safety
by John Hepokoski

For schools, 2021 was a year filled with masking, social
distancing, and remote learning. According to the Washington
Post, 2021 also set the bar as the year with the highest
number of school shootings: forty-two. This high number
is even more distressing when one considers that students
attended schools in person much less than usual. Even
more recent shootings indicate that school and university
campuses are under increased risk of violent attacks.

A

ctive shooter drills and
situational training can
help limit the damage when
these horrific events occur,
but training is only part of the solution.
When it comes to keeping as many
students and faculty as possible out of
harm’s way, securing entry points and
developing effective communication
systems can provide helpful protections.
Door entry and access control systems
are the first line of defense. Faculty,
employees, students, and approved
visitors can be equipped with proximity
ID cards or fobs so that access can be

revoked in seconds when a threat is
deemed probable. Door entry equipment
often comes with video surveillance
and proximity card capabilities to allow
for visual identification of individuals
entering or exiting school buildings;
this equipment also requires a valid
proximity card or fob to open the door.
Advanced entry systems can also be
programmed to limit access on certain
days, during specific windows of time, or
even number of uses. These restrictions
allow for approved visitors to have access
with a temporary keyless entry code or
proximity card, stopping them from

gaining entrance to campus buildings
at other times. Some entry systems
can also display or announce security
messages when necessary and can even
double as emergency phones. Door
entry systems are an effective frontline
solution and can be the first affordable
step to ensuring that the people in
campus buildings are authorized to be
there and unauthorized individuals are
kept out.
Inside the building, emergency
phones are the next line of defense.
When an emergency arises, precious
time can be wasted searching for
a nearby desk phone—or scrolling
through an endless list of contacts on
a mobile phone that may have poor
cell service. Contacting emergency
personnel can be critical in saving lives,
and easy-to-access emergency phones
make sure that help is only a button
push away. Hard-wired handsfree
emergency phones in key locations
throughout campus buildings allow
for quick contact with authorities
while simultaneously providing the
exact location to eliminate confusion.
Installing analog emergency phones is
beneficial because the phones will still
function even if electrical power is cut
or cell service is down.
Some emergency phones also have
the ability for emergency personnel
to call back and silently monitor the
situation, giving first responders real
time information on the current scene
they are heading to. Ideally, a handsfree
emergency phone should be installed
next to every existing fire pull station.
Other emergency phone location
recommendations include hallways,
bathrooms, cafeterias, gymnasiums,
parking ramps, building perimeters,
common walking paths, and outdoor
athletic areas.
Alyssa’s Law has been passed in
numerous states, requiring public and
charter schools to implement silent
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A

ctive shooter drills and situational training can help limit
the damage when these horrific
events occur, but training is only
part of the solution. When it comes to keeping
as many students and faculty as possible out of
harm’s way, securing entry points and developing effective communication systems can
provide helpful protections.
Door entry and access control systems are
the first line of defense. Faculty, employees,
students, and approved visitors can be equipped
with proximity ID cards or fobs so that access
can be revoked in seconds when a threat is
deemed probable. Door entry equipment often
comes with video surveillance and proximity
card capabilities to allow for visual identification of individuals entering or exiting school
buildings; this equipment also requires a valid
proximity card or fob to open the door.
Advanced entry systems can also be
programmed to limit access on certain days,
during specific windows of time, or even
number of uses. These restrictions allow

for approved visitors to have access with a
temporary keyless entry code or proximity
card, stopping them from gaining entrance to
campus buildings at other times. Some entry
systems can also display or announce security
messages when necessary and can even double
as emergency phones. Door entry systems
are an effective frontline solution and can be
the first affordable step to ensuring that the
people in campus buildings are authorized
to be there and unauthorized individuals are
kept out.
Inside the building, emergency phones are
the next line of defense. When an emergency
arises, precious time can be wasted searching
for a nearby desk phone—or scrolling through
an endless list of contacts on a mobile phone
that may have poor cell service. Contacting
emergency personnel can be critical in saving
lives, and easy-to-access emergency phones
make sure that help is only a button push away.
Hard-wired handsfree emergency phones in
key locations throughout campus buildings
allow for quick contact with authorities while

simultaneously providing the exact location
to eliminate confusion. Installing analog
emergency phones is beneficial because the
phones will still function even if electrical
power is cut or cell service is down.
Some emergency phones also have the
ability for emergency personnel to call back
and silently monitor the situation, giving
fi rst responders real time information on
the current scene they are heading to.
Ideally, a handsfree emergency phone
should be installed next to every existing
fi re pull station. Other emergency phone
location recommendations include hallways,
bathrooms, cafeterias, gymnasiums, parking
ramps, building perimeters, common
walking paths, and outdoor athletic areas.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: John Hepokoski has
a BA in IT and manages purchasing/social
media at Viking Electronics. John enjoys travelling
and camping with his wife, Kridhita. He is an avid
fan of the Green Bay Packers.

BEDBUGS • BACTERIA
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Showcase of
Excellence 2022
Our readers requested from us a
special annual feature highlighting providers who offer quality
products and services for private
colleges and universities. This
"Showcase of Excellence,” which
appears each year in our June
issue, is filled with ads that present
both case studies and product
showcases from service and
product providers exclusive to
the higher education market.
22 PRIVATE UNIVERSITY PRODUCTS AND NEWS

These pages exhibit more in-depth information on
these quality providers and their products, along with
demonstrative case studies that will help administrators
in higher education fulfill their mission of providing
excellent experiences throughout their facilities. And—
just as readers may face the challenge of not having
enough time to communicate every single aspect
of their higher learning meccas with students and
communities—we were similarly limited by available
space in this issue and could not include every single
one of the companies that we know can help college
and university decision-makers. Our hope, however,
is that readers will enjoy the information that space
allows us to include, and we know this information will
help higher ed administrators continue to be successful
in providing quality facilities and experiences to the
many lives their colleges and universities touch.
pupnmag.com
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AUDIO MONITORING
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ACTIVE LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS

MXA910
CEILING ARRAY
MICROPHONE

MXN5-C
NETWORKED
LOUDSPEAKER
MXA710
LINEAR ARRAY
MICROPHONE

COMMAND ATTENTION. UNLEASH IDEAS.
Whether it’s a lecture, a class, or an online course, speech intelligibility is critical to productivity, student participation and
achievement. At Shure, we have over 90 years of experience enabling great communicators to connect with their audience.
You can leverage our wealth of knowledge in acoustics, audio, and wireless technology, to create immersive learning
environments that enhance the student experience.

With the support of our marketleading global team, learn how to
make audio work for you.
https://shu.re/pupnmag

AD5665EN_HigherEd_Classroom.indd 1

shure.com
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SPEECH INTELLIGIBILITY
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ELECTRIC BUSES

Game Ready

LOCKERS

All-new for 2021, List Industries Inc.® is
introducing its New Recruiter2™ Wood Sport
Locker Quick-Ship Design lockers with
modern contour edges and many included
features.
Available in 24” Wide x 24” Depth x 84”
Height and 30” Wide x 24” Depth x 84”
Height, they can be ready to install in as little
as two weeks.
Reinforce your commitment to your
players and imagine the powerful impact a
modern, luxurious and efficient locker room
will have on your ability to recruit the best
players to your program. List Industries has
re-engineered the New Recruiter2™ Wood
Sport Locker with sleek Quick-Ship Design.
Their lockers bring an upscale and luxurious
design to your locker room with a very
reasonable life-cycle cost. They use the finest
furniture-grade plywood to keep them looking
like new year-in and year-out. Each locker
is handcrafted by expert craftsmen using
state-of-the-art equipment. The Recruiter2
locker is shipped fully assembled and ready to
install upon delivery. Custom accessories are
available to add to the player’s enjoyment of
their locker. The company’s experts will help
you throughout the entire process — from
initial design to project completion.
List Industries has earned its slogan as
America’s Most Complete Locker Line by
offering the largest selection of locker styles,
materials, sizes, colors and functionality all
while maintaining high standards of quality,
customer service, packaging, and on-time
delivery. They offer metal, wood, phenolic
and plastic lockers; designed to serve the
locker needs of any facility from health and
sports clubs to schools and universities to
professional sports arenas and stadiums.
For more information on List Industries Inc.®
visit listindustries.com or call 800-776-1342.
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ADVERTISEMENT

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the world’s finest steel and bronze windows and doors, and
we continue to refine the art that makes them the most sought-after and longest lasting windows and doors
available. Hope’s exclusive hot-rolled steel and solid bronze profiles replicate the traditional aesthetic of historic
buildings while providing modern performance and efficiency. Hope’s windows and doors are built to last a
lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty and performance for generations.

HopesWindows.com

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC. — EST. 1912 — JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK
UNIVERSITY

IF

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA SCHOOL OF CINEMATIC ARTS
Jamestown175™ Series steel windows and doors

PRODUCTS SHOWN:

ARCHITECT:

Urban Design Group
John Linden

PHOTOGRAPHER:
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SCHOOL OF CINEMATIC ARTS
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

Hope’s handcrafted steel windows and doors were installed in the
School of Cinematic Arts – a four-acre complex of six buildings at
the University of Southern California.
When acclaimed filmmaker George Lucas made his donation–the single largest
gift in the university’s history–he specifically requested the new campus for the
School of Cinematic Arts reflect the historic Southern California Mission style
prevalent in 1929, the year USC adopted film studies as part of its curriculum.
“The university is very pleased by the elegant look realized by the quality of
Hope’s steel windows and doors,” says Carter Moore, an architect with Urban
Design Group of Dallas, who worked on all three phases of the project and
served as project manager for the final phase. Prior to each construction phase,
the design team and contractor traveled to Hope’s factories in Jamestown, NY to
review how Hope’s handcrafts its hot-rolled steel windows and doors.
high-profile project like this,
“Awhich
must satisfy some of the most
creative minds in the world, received
tremendous attention to detail.
There’s no doubt we will be using

”

Hope’s again in future projects.

— Carter Moore, Architect
Urban Design Group
In addition to providing an elegant aesthetic, Moore says the durability of the
Hope’s products enabled the team to achieve another design objective: create
buildings that would last for generations.

The 200,000-square-foot space in the new complex offers courses in traditional
film and television, but also animation, interactive, video games and other
technologies. The buildings feature high-tech classrooms alongside Tuscanyinspired belvederes, interior courtyards, tile roofs and wrought iron gates.

Hope’s® Windows, Inc.,
based in Jamestown, NY, is
the nation’s leading and most
experienced manufacturer
of custom designed, solid
hot-rolled steel and solid
bronze window and door
systems. Specializing in
historic preservation, cultural,
institutional, and commercial,
applications, Hope’s help
architects achieve the most
technically challenging design
visions with unlimited shapes
and sizes. Hope’s advanced
finishing system ensures that
all Hope’s steel windows and
doors last longer than any
other available, even under the
most extreme environmental
conditions.
Visit HopesWindows.com.

WINDOWS

Hope’s Jamestown175™ Series hot-rolled solid steel windows and doors
were installed in all three phases. The project included about 200 arched and
rectangular windows. Moore indicated that the design team was impressed with
the structural strength the thin profiles can achieve.

(716) 665-5124

MAKE STAIRS & LANDING SAFE
WITH MUSSON VINYL TREADS & TILE
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Since 1945, Musson Rubber has been a pioneer and leader
in the development, manufacture and distribution of safety stair
coverings and flooring materials. Musson Rubber specializes
in stair coverings and entrance matting for commercial, institutional and industrial use. Our website contains the most complete and comprehensive line of top quality rubber and vinyl
stair coverings and entrance mats for use in public buildings.
We have been involved in general production, maintenance,
MRO applications, and we have been working with our customers and suppliers throughout the region for over 70 years.
Musson Rubber is your source when you need reputable
products from top suppliers and trusted service.

• Excellent for commercial, industrial, and institutional use
• Vinyl treads are available in four colors and a variety of
sizes and styles
• Contrasting 18”x18” vinyl tiles have a durable 40 mil wear
layer
• Matching cove risers are also available.
RUBBER SPORT FLOOR
• Durable spike resistant flooring
• Made of recycled rubber combined with color flecks of
new rubber
• Available in roll goods, blue down, or interlocking tiles in a
variety of colors
RECYCLED ENTRANCE MATTING
• Made of recycled PVC plastic
• Brushes off sand, dirt, and slush from shoes and carts
• Open grid drains away water and debris
• Snap together tiles are easy to install and replace
• Use in recessed areas or surface with beveled edges

MULTI-PURPOSE FLOORING

LVT TILE WITH 40 MIL WEAR LAYER
The extra-thick helps to combine the beauty and feel of
antique wood with the durability required for high-traffic
applications. These planks are easy to maintain; there are no
waxes, sealers, or other finishes required which reduces labor
and chemical costs. Available in 7 seasoned wood patterns.
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PROJECTORS & VISUAL DISPLAYS
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POOL CLEANING EQUIPMENT

PREMIER LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS
GROWSPAN GREENHOUSE STRUCTURES
For over 40 years, GrowSpan has been helping colleges,
universities and school systems create custom greenhouses
tailored to their curriculum. These greenhouses provide
students with hands-on experience in a commercial grow
and ensure research institutions have a top of the line
growing structure with complete environmental control.
GrowSpan offers Dutch- and venlo-style structures, so
users can take advantage of cutting edge technology
and provide a learning experience of the highest caliber.

THE GROWSPAN GREENHOUSE
ADVANTAGE INCLUDES:
BUILD TO ANY SIZE

Cover multiple acres with on structure
VERSATILE CLADDING

Meet the need of any region
ENGINEERED SOLUTIONS

Grow in any region year-round
COMPLETE ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL

Energy-efficient systems available

GREENHOUSE SPECIALISTS ON STAFF

Get invaluable design advice
ONE-STOP SHOPPING

Everything needed to teach and grow
GrowSpan staffs industry-experienced professionals
to design their greenhouse structures. Each customer
works with a GrowSpan Greenhouse Specialist to
ensure the structure not only meets their exact needs,
but also exceeds them. They provide invaluable design
advice, and can create greenhouse systems that produce
high-end crops and also save the user money on a daily basis.
FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT
WWW.GROWSPAN.COM OR CALL 877.835.9996

PUPN SOE 2022.indd 1
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FOR ANY CLIMATE, ANY CROP

40 YEARS

GROWSPAN HAS
BEEN HELPING
GROWERS
PUPN SOE 2022.indd 2

IN-HOUSE SERVICES
•
•
•
•

WE DESIGN
WE MANUFACTURE
WE FINANCE
WE INSTALL

www.growspan.com
877.835.9996

5/26/22 5:06 PM

GREENHOUSE STRUCTURES

FOR OVER
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GREENHOUSES
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LAPTOP RENTAL KIOSKS
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BUILDING VENTILATION CONTROLS

CUTTING-EDGE AI TECHNOLOGY FUSED
WITH TIMELESS FLOOR CARE EXPERTISE
The next generation of Kärcher floor machines is
here –KIRA. KIRA is an acronym for Kärcher Intelligent Robotic Applications, and the KIRA CV 60/1 was
the first autonomous product to be launched from this
line in the United States, with the B 100 R launching
earlier this year.
Value and Intelligence
Powered by BrainOS®, these machines safely navigate
around people and obstacles via advanced artificial
intelligence (AI) and a robust sensor system. The intuitive interface allows workers of any technical ability
to easily teach and run cleaning routes.
These intelligent tools help organizations use their
cleaning staff more efficiently and reduce opera-

tional costs while solving for labor shortages. The
KIRA B 100 R robotic scrubber handles the tedious
assignment of cleaning floors all on its own, so staff
members can focus on higher value tasks, providing
a significant return on investment to customers.
A Helpful Tool for Large Institutions
In addition to machine capabilities, fleet management tools provide operators and managers with key
insights into performance metrics so robotic operations can be tracked, verified, and improved. Through
a continuous innovation cycle, and regular software
updates, the experience using any KIRA machine gets
even better over time.
Karcher’s Simple Innovation Philosophy
Innovation is what benefits people. We are perfectionists, always rethinking systems and designs. We
have the courage to break new ground and the conviction to do things instead of just talking about them.
This philosophy results in solutions with convincing
performance, quality and handling that are one step
ahead of the market. Because for us, cleanliness is
the best challenge in the world. This is what we work
toward. Every day.
Visit www.karcher.com/us for more information.
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The KIRA CV 60/1 robotic vacuum and KIRA B 100 R robotic floor scrubber
can help increase your cleaning productivity. Designed to be easily
operated and trained to clean specific areas or routes quickly, efficiently,
and autonomously without technical know-how. Free up your team for
other tasks and see significant improvements in cleaning consistency and
coverage – even when you’re not around. karcher.com/us

Scan to learn more

COMMERCIAL CLEANING EQUIPMENT

AUTOMATE
AND CONQUER.
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SECURITY COMMUNICATIONS SOLUTIONS

MEAN GREEN ELECTRIC ZTR MOWERS

COMMERCIAL GRADE.
ALL DAY BATTERY POWER.

USA

ENGINEERED AND BUILT
Assembled in the USA
using domestic and
foreign parts.

Commercial Grade

All Day Power

User Friendly

Planet Friendly

Built for the RIGORS of
the landscaping industry.

Mow for up to 8 HOURS
without recharging.

HALF the noise, NO fumes,
and touchscreen operation.

NO gas emissions, no gas
spills, low carbon footprint.

Lithium Powered Commercial Electric Zero Turn Mower

OUR FLAGSHIP RIDING ZTR WITH MAXIMUM MOWING WIDTH
EVO OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

EVO STANDARD EQUIPMENT
Interactive Touch Screen Display
Impulse Drive System(IDS)™
Rear Discharge Mulching Deck
Cup Holder
Michelin Tweels (front)
ROPS (Rollover Protection Structure)

RIVAL

ROPS (Rollover Protection Structure)
SmartDeck™ Electronic Deck Lift System
with Foot Pedal
High/Low Blade Speed Control
Dual Support Anti-Scalp Wheel Mounts
Comfort Suspension Seat

Rear Michelin Tweels
LED Floodlight Kit
LED Amber Flashing Beacon
ZTR Jack
ORV-Blast Blower Package
SAM Solar Canopy
12 Volt USB Port
Road Warning Light Kit
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EVO

Lithium Powered Commercial Electric Zero Turn Mower

NIMBLE, MID-SIZE ZTR WITH POWER AND SPEED
RIVAL STANDARD EQUIPMENT
Interactive Touch Screen Display
Impulse Drive System(IDS)™
Side Discharge
Cup Holder
Michelin Tweels (front)
ROPS (Rollover Protection Structure)

VANQUISH

RIVAL OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT
SmartDeck™ Electronic Deck Lift System
with Foot Pedal
High/Low Blade Speed Control
Dual Support Anti-Scalp Wheel Mounts
Comfort Suspension Seat

Rear Discharge Mulching Deck
LED Floodlight Kit
LED Amber Flashing Beacon
ZTR Jack
ORV-Blast Blower Package
SAM Solar Canopy
Front Suspension Yokes
Aluminum Grass Catcher
Road Warning Light Kit
12 Volt USB Port

Lithium Powered Commercial Electric Stand-on Mower

CLEAN, QUIET, ELECTRIC POWER
VANQUISH STANDARD EQUIPMENT
Interactive Touch Screen Display
Impulse Drive System(IDS)™
Side Discharge
Cup Holder
Michelin Tweels (front)

Rear Discharge Mulching Deck
LED Floodlight Kit
LED Amber Flashing Beacon
ZTR Jack
ORV-Blast Blower Package
Aluminum Grass Catcher
12 Volt USB Port
Road Warning Light Kit

Lithium Powered Performance Electric Zero Turn Mower

PERFORMANCE ZERO-TURN MOWER
NEMESIS STANDARD EQUIPMENT
Interactive Touch Screen Display
Dual Support Multi-Position
Anti-Scalp Wheel Mounts
High/Low Blade Speed Control
Comfort High-Back Suspension Seat

NEMESIS OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT
High/Low Ground Speed Control
Adjustable ROPS
(Rollover Protection Structure)
Dual USB Charge Ports
LED Floodlights
Dual Cup Holders

Rear Michelin Tweels

Find a Dealer at:

meangreenproducts.com

ELECTRIC MOWERS

NEMESIS

VANQUISH OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT
SmartDeck™ Electronic Deck Lift System
with Foot Pedal
High/Low Blade Speed Control
Dual Support Anti-Scalp Wheel Mounts
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FIRE SPRINKLER SYSTEMS
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THEULTRA COACHLINER DXLTM is the industry leader. This front engine
motorcoach has the smooth ride, capacity and luggage space of a traditional
coach bus, at only HALF THE COST to own and operate.
CUSTOMIZE YOUR COACHLINER

coachliner.com

Starting at $2975 Per Month

FEATURES

*20% Down. 4.5% APR for 84 Months with $40,000
Balloon Payment or Walk Away at End of Lease.
Pricing based on SE 102.

SEVERAL MODELS AVAILABLE

• AirGlyde Air Ride Suspension Systems
• Comparable to Motorcoach Storage
(556 Cubic ft.)
• Seats 42-56 or 54 with Lavatory
• High Comfort Premium Seating
• Cummins 9L Diesel
• HD Arctic Plus A/C
(Industrial Grade Compressors)

• USB/110V Outlets & REI Video
• Premium Sound Abatement Package
• Full Composite No Wood Construction
• Alcoa Aluminum Alloy Wheels
• Pinnacle Premium Air Ride Driver’s Seat
• Duraguard+* Fire Resistant
Anti-Mold/Mildew Floor
• Precision Reinforced Steel Cage

• Ride Control Stabilization System
• 102” Wide
• Optional LED Headlights
• Optional Boosted Premium
Sound System
• Optional O2 Safe Technology Clean Air System
• White Glove 24/7 Support & Assistance Program

Visit us at coachliner.com or call (800) 475-1439

UNPARALLELED COMFORT + STYLE

CAMPUS TRANSPORTATION

The Ultra Coachliner DXLTM is changing passenger transportation throughout
the U.S. and is truly in a class of it’s own.

SEVERAL MODELS AVAILABLE
$

LEASE PURCHASE 2975 PER MONTH
*20% Down. 4.5% APR for 84 Months with $40,000 Balloon Payment or Walk Away at End of Lease.
Pricing based on SE 102 model.

FEATURES

• AirGlyde Air Ride Suspension Systems
to Motorcoach Storage
• Comparable
(556 Cubic ft.)
• Seats 42-56 or 54 with Lavatory
• High Comfort Premium Seating

• Cummins Diesel
Arctic Plus A/C
• HD
(Industrial Grade Compressors)
• USB/110V Outlets & REI Video
• Premium Sound Abatement Package
• Full Composite No Wood Construction
• Alcoa Aluminum Alloy Wheels

Premium Air Ride
• Pinnacle
Driver’s Seat
Fire Resistant
• Duraguard+*
Anti-Mold/Mildew Floor
• Precision Reinforced Steel Cage
• Ride Control Stabilization System
• 102” Wide

• Optional LED Headlights
Boosted Premium
• Optional
Sound System
Optional O Safe Technology
• Clean
Air System
Glove 24/7 Support
• White
& Assistance Program
2

CALL US AT

(800) 475-1439
CUSTOMIZE YOUR COACHLINER

COACHLINER.COM
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MOISTURE MEASUREMENT
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SOUND AND WATERPROOFING

Elastomeric
Waterproofing
SubSeal is a one-part, ready-to-use elastomeric
waterproofing membrane designed for interior
and exterior substrates that require waterproof
protection. It also functions as a sealant, standalone crack suppressant and moisture barrier
for hard surface, resilient and wood flooring.
Versatile and flexible, SubSeal bonds to
wood or concrete substrates, metal drains, PVC,
ABS fixtures, stainless steel, concrete backer
board and more, while featuring simple application, fast drying and same day tile installation.

Easily applied with a trowel, brush, roller,
or air less sprayer, SubSeal bonds to the
substrate with superior adhesion and meets
ANSI method A118.10 for thin-bed, load bearing
waterproofing membranes. SubSeal cures to
form a thin, flexible layer that is an impervious
water barrier and provides superior waterproofing protection on the floor, at floor-to-wall
and wall-to-wall joints, drains, protrusions, and
all perimeters.

SubSeal contains no VOCs and is certified Clean Air GOLD, conforming to
the California Department of Public Health (CDPH) Standard Method v1.2
for Private Office, School Classroom and Single-Family Residences. It is the
perfect solution for schools, apartments, condominiums, multi-level hotels,
high-rise office buildings, and other areas needing sound reduction.

Find out more at www.nacproducts.com.

As a liquid crack suppressant, SubSeal will
protect for up to 1/8” of lateral substrate
movement. It may also be used with sheetapplied membrane systems providing extra
protection for joint, seam and corner applications, in addition to shower pans, shower walls,
exterior decks, balconies and other areas
requiring waterproof protection.
SubSeal eases application in hard-to-reach
areas, allows for same day flooring installation
and can be flood tested in less than 24 hours.
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Challenge:

Incorporating innovative, state-of-the-art sustainable technologies to optimize comfort
and indoor environmental quality while keeping long-term operating costs to a minimum.

Worcester Polytechnic Institute Sports & Recreation Center

WPI Sports & Recreation Center is
an environmentally friendly facility
containing a 38-meter pool, a fitness
center, a four-court gymnasium, an
indoor running track, rowing tanks,
racquetball and squash courts, dance
studios, and offices and meeting
spaces for the coaches and staff.
The center is home to the wrestling
team as well as the practice facility
for men's and women's rowing and
varsity team training.

Sustainability is important to WPI
which boasts several LEED certified
facilities on campus. The school has a
broad reaching sustainability planning
process which includes students as
well as faculty. Faculty members have
incorporated sustainability into many
student projects and focused on various
aspects of sustainability around the
world. In 2012 alone, some fifty-one
energy-related projects were completed
at the school.

AIR FILTRATION

This award-winning
facility has been
credited as being
one of the greenest
sports centers in
the nation.

SECURITY DOORS
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Tennessee Tech University

Q UA L I T Y P R O D U C T S A N D R E L I A B L E S E R V I C E
We understand the challenges of providing students a quality workout with equipment that
can stand up to demands of heavy use. That’s why we stand behind our fitness equipment
with the best warranty in the industry. You have our word—and our warranty—on it.
“The most important thing when you put equipment in your facility, is it’s only as good as
your service...The biggest thing that sold me, was the convenience of having service.”
– Suzann Hensley | Interim Director, Tennessee Tech University

Discover how SportsArt can work for your
university at gosportsart.com/university.
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